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od BINCOP is a 903/905/920 program for making 

fully-checked coples of a tape. it may be used to copy the 

following types of tepe:~ 

a) Tapes containing only even parity characters, up 

$o LTL feet long. (Telecode tapes and Mode 1 Binary 

tapes have even parity).« 

») Tapes containing no holes:-in track 8, up to 

171 feet long. (Mode -3 tapes in "A.C.D..900-SERIES 

18-BIT BINARY TAPE FORMAT 1/4/70" have no. holes in 

track 8). 

ec) Any other tape up to 150 feet long. 

When the tape to be copled is read in, leading blanks are 

ignored, but blanks occuring after this are copied exactly. 

BINCOP is written for use on an 8192-word 903, 905 

or 920, with a high-speed punch and reader. "Mode 3" tape 

reader input is required. There are certain limitations if 

non-stop-on-character readers are used, (see pera. 5). 

HOD OF USE 

Bele The following operations ere performed using 

reader mode 3. 

3.2, Read in "BINCOP 20/7/70 Binery lode 3" by 

triggering at initial instructions. 

o3e Read in the tape to be copled, by triggering ? o cS 

at Gif the tape to be copled contains only even 

parity, 12 if it contains no holes in track 8, 

or 11 otherwise. BINCOP will now read in and store 

the tape until it finds. 2 inches of blanks. 

BINCOP. = 4 



Bede 

3.46. 

3eTe 

been read in, re-trigger at 9,°W1 

If the whole tape to be copled has not yet 

UT MOVING 

THE TAPE IN THE READER. BINCOP will readin 

to the next 2 inches of blanks. Repeat this 

process until the whole tape, (exce} [7]
 c oe bed
 9 £. bs 5 5 & 

planks) has been read in. 

Read in the tape to be copied again by triggering 

at 10, BINCOP will now. check the tape against 

the contents of the stores It will not-stop, 

even on finding 2 inches of blanks, until the 

whole tape hes been read in. It will then punch 

a@ copy of the tape, preceded and followed by 

180 blanks. 

Read in the tape just punched by triggering at 

10, BINCOP will now check the new tape against 

the contents of the store, and will then start 

to punch out another copy. If this copy is not 

required, stop the computer. Otherwise, when the 

copy has been punched, repeat this step until the 

required number of coples have been punched AND 

CHECKED. 

Read in the original tape’ again by triggering 

at 10. BINCOP will now check the tape against the 

contents of the store, and will then start to punch 

out another copy. When this happens stop the 

computer. (This guards against store corruption) 

BINCOP ~ 2 



4. HREOR INDICA 

Aele The loader of BLOICCP performs a sumcheck; 

If, when reading i COP (as in para. 3.2), 

continuous punching occurs, it has mis-read. 

4.0. If BINCOP is used to copy even parity 

tapes it performs a parity check on the tapes 

when they are read in. If this fails, BINCOP 

will puneh the character, 

00000 .001 

until stopped. 

4.3. Tf BINCOP is used to copy tapes having 

no holes in track 8, 1+ checks that track 

8 is, in fact, blank. If this check fails, 

BINCOP will punch the character 

40000 .000 

until stopped. 

4ede If the tape being coples is teo long to be 

stored (see para 1.) BIHCOP will punch the 

cheracter 

Vitit.1t4 

until stopped. . 

“4.5. When BINCOP is triggered at 10, if the tape 

being read does not agree with the contents 

of the store, SINCOP will punch the character 

00000 .010 

until stopped. 

BINSOP 3 



5ei. Stop-on-character readers may. be used, 

irrespective of speeds 

5.2, Non-stop-on-character readers of up ‘to 

250 o/s may be used, but if the tape to be 

copled conteins 2 or more inches of blanks, 

characters may be missed when BINCOP is 

re~triggered at 9. However, since BINCOP 

reads the whole tape without stopping when 

triggered at 10, the absence of characters 

missed in this way will be detected and. give 

an error indication. 

6, CONVERTING MODE 1 BINARY TAPHS (e.e. 014 920A tapes) 

70 MODE 3 BINARY TAPES (for use on 903/905) 

This conversion may be performed, if reader MODE 1 

is available, by using BINCOP in the manner described in Paracraph 3; 

provided: - 

a) Entry 12 is used in Step 3.3. 

b>) Use reader mode 1 for Steps 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 

Bals (out reader mode 3 still for steps 3.2 and 3.6) 

This method will work irrespectively of whether track 

5 of the tape is correctly or incorrectly punched. (2-PASS SIR 

19/7/66, now obsolete, punched an incorrect track 5). 

BINCOP =~ 4 





905/920 program for joi ing end making 

fully. checked coples of tapes punched in 900-Series Relecode. 

It may be used to copy and join tapes toa total 

of 171 feet long, excluding blanks and erases. 

When the tape to be copled is read in, blenks, erases, and 

car. ret. are Ignored. When the copy is punched out, each linefeed is 

is preceded by a car. ret., and may be followed by 4. blanks if reawired. 

Each of the tapes to be copied or joined must end with 

a «.. When the copy is punched out, it will also end with a 

® . Where TELECOP. is used to join tapes therefore only the 

on the last tape will be reproduced. 

2e HARDVARE 

TELECOP is written for use on an 8192-word 903, 905, 

or 920, with a high speed punch and reader. "Mode 3" tape reader 

input is required. 

Stop-on~character readers of any speed, and non-stop- 

on~character readers of up to 250 o/s may be used. 

3el. The following operations sre performed usina reoclor 

mode 3. 

- 342. Read in "999 TELECOP 20/7/70 Binary Mode 3" by 

trlegering at initial instructions. fartao) cael 

3.3, If copying a tape, read it in by triggering ee eS Ss 

at 8 If joining several tapes, read the first 

one in at 8 and the rest at 9, TELECOP will 

read in and store them. 

3.4. If copying a tape, read it in by triggering 

at 10 or ll. If joining several tapes, read 

the first one in ‘at 10 or 11; and the rest at 9. 

LSCOP wlll now check these tapes against the 

contents of the store... On reaching the end of 



3G 

the last tape it will punch a copy, preceded 

and followed by 180 blanks. The copy will have 

4 blanks after every if entry 10 was used, 

and no such blanks 1f entry 11 was used. 

Read in the tape just punched by triggering 

at 10 or 11. TELECOP will now check the new 

tape against the contents of the store, and will then 

t to punch out another copy. 

As in para. 3.4, this copy will have blanks after 

every if entry 10 is used. If this copy is 

not required, stop the computer. Otherwise, when 

the copy has been punched, repeat this step until 

the required number of copies have been punched 

AND CHECKED. 

Tf copying a tape, read the original in again by 

triggering at 10 or 11. If joining several tapes, 

read the first original in at 10 or 11 and the 

rest at 9. TELECOP will now check these tapes 

against the contents of the store, and will then 

start to punch out another copy. When this happens, 

stop the computer. (This Guards against store 

corruption) ° 

“TELECOP. 9 



4e ERROR THDIGATTONS 

4.1. 

4e26 

4ade 

4.4, 

The loader of THUECOP performs a sumchecks 

If, when reading in TELECOP (as in para 3.2.) 

4 continuous punching occurs, Lt has mis-read. 

TELECOP performs a parity check on the tapes 

when they are read in. If this fails, TELECOP 

will punch the character 

00000 .001 

until stopped. 

If the tapes being copied are too long to be 

stored (see para 1) PELECOP will punch 

the character 

11477.171 

until stopped. 

When TELECOP is triggered at 10 or ll, if 

the tape being read does not agree with the 

contents of the store, TELECOP will punch 

the character 

00000.010 

until stopped. 

2) TELE % CO} oO td
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: BOWDLER will accept edit tapes and main tapes punched in eithe: 
920, 903 or ISO telecodes. The ISO telecode-is similar’ tothe 903 telecode: 

‘and itis the telecode used by the Elliott 502 computers. The edit tape need 

“ not be punched in the same telecode as thé main tape, but if the telecodes 
of the two tapes are different then all the characters used in the edit tape 

:must have an equivalent character in the 920.telecode. WNete Lea 
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An edit tape-of the edit instructions (section 4. should then be 

input at 8 or. 13." The number of instructions or any errors (section 

‘yin the edit-instructions is then output in 920 (entry 8) or 903 

{entry 13) code. 

The -tape.to be-edited should be input-at 9 when the edited tape 

will be output. If the editing process is correctly performed and no 

'wait' instructions have been encountered the ‘output tape will be 

terminated by the standard trailer of 120 blank, 10 erase and 120 

blank characters but if any instruction cannot be obeyed then the 

output tape will be terminated by the error type and number.of that 

instruction. --In the latter.case, the output tape will be an edited 7 

version of the original up to that instruction, 

“If the tape to be edited is too long to be edited in one pass 
(i, €. more than 7% feet), then BOWDLER storés as muchas it can 

and edits to the last string of newline and# blank characters, If 

no such string is held in store, then an-error is output (section &*. 

To continue editing the tape should be reinput.at-10-with these blanks 

inthe reader. If the store becomes full while reading blanks, the 

tape will be read until the first non-blank character has been read. 

If this character is a stop code then editing will continue as though 

the whole tape had been read normally. When the edit tape.is obeyed 
this character (unless a stop code) will not. be edited. Apart from 4 

string of newline and 4 blank characters being required on the main 

tape no additional instructions are required on the edit tape to enable 

BOWDLER to handle tapes more than 7 feet. 

If a 'wait' instruction occurs during the course of editing, 
editing must be resumed by entering the next main tape at 10. 

If the editing process appears to go wrong the number of the 

instruction being obeyed can be obtained by entering at ll. 

‘When the editing process has been performed without an error, 

exit, the edited tape may be sumchecked by entering BOWDLER at 12, 

with this tape in the reader. This should read up to but excluding the 

first of the 10 erase characters... If this sumcheck is correct, there 

will be no error message output. . 
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Facilities exist for copying and-deleting the main tape and inserting 

new tape. There are also instructions for performing a group of editing 

instructions repeatedly without ‘Tepeating the group of instructions in the 

steering tape . 

Fach editing instruction is specified by a special instruction (or gr oup.: 

of instructions in the case of the repetition facility). These ins structions 

constitute the edit tape and they appear in the order ‘that the alterations 

occur in'the main tape.. The repetition instructions become operative as 

“soon as they are declared in the editing process as distinet from the 

steering tape phase. The repetition instructions are declared as soon 

as all the previous instructions, except other repetition instructions, have 

been obeyed,.All the instructions, except the repetition instructions, may 

“be used consecutively. All instructions; except the insert and the replace 

instructions, are punched on one line.. 

The first non blank character of the edit tape should be a 
newline character so the telecode of the edit tape maybe 
partially decoded. This character distinguishes the 920 telecode’ 
from the 903 and ISO telecodes.but not the 903 and ISO telecodes. 
This should be followed by two.telecode instructions, the first 

“Specifies the telecode ofthe edit tape, the second the :telecode 
of the main tape and followed by the edit instructions. These 
are each of three letters (upper or lower case), independent of 
layout characters between the-previous newline andthe third 
letter and must be terminated by a stopcode immediately following 
anewline. Each complete:edit instruction should be. terminated 
by a newline. In.903 code each newline.is preceded 
by a carriage return on.output.~ “Any adjacent carriage returns 
are then deleted... tis not.necessary to blank the edit tape since 
Bowdler reads the whole tape at full reader speed, 



4.01 Telecode Instructions 

These are '920!, 1903", or ISOl (upper or lower case) 
for the 920, 903 or ISO telecodes respectively. 

aA Preserve Erase Characters 

Normally erase. characters are treated as layout 

characters and edited out, but ‘when 'SPE' is used/all subsequent 
erase characters are copied.” This facility once invoked cannot 

be. cancelled. : 

4, 3° Insert Blank Characters. 

The instruction designator ‘INB' ensures that there are 
only 4 blank ‘characters following each newline character output. 

Once used, this facility.cannot be revoked, . If this-facility is 

“not invoked, no blanks ‘will be output-:within the output tape. 

4, 4 String Search Instructions 

The instruction designator should be followed by a 

string of characters terminated by a newline character. The 
instruction designators are:- 

'CLE' ~ copy up .to-and including the newline character before 
the specified line. ; 

'DLE' + delete up to and including the newline character before 
the specified line. 

'CLI'  - copy up to and including the newline character after 

the’ specified line. $ 

'DLI' ~- delete up to and including the newline character after 
the specified line. ' 

'CSE! - copy up to but excluding the specified string 
layout characters before the string are cogled} ¥ c & ¥ } 

'DSE' ~ delete up to but excluding the specified string 
(layout characters before the string are deleted) 

'csI' copy up to and including the specified string 

“'psiIt - delete up to and including the specified string 

The string of the instruction on the edit tape is 
independent of any layout characters and string searches are 

independent of any layout characters on the main tape. The 

maximum number.of characters (including layout) allowed-on 
the main tape between‘the first:and last character of the string 

is 253 characters, In the case of a line search the first 



character is considered to be a newline character immediately 

followed by a string, and the search is then conducted only at 

the beginning of each line. If too many characters are specified 

then a Buffer Overflow error is output, 

4a 5 Insertion Instruction 

This function may be used to insert a string of 

indefinite length at any point in the main tape.. The length of 

the string to be inserted is limited only by whether there is 

sufficient room in the store module to store the characters. 

if this Buffer overflows, then a warning message is output and 

a ‘copy! instruction substituted for the insert instruction and no 

further instructions will be compiled, 

The designator for this instruction is 'INS'.and should 

be immediately followed by a newline character and the string of 

characters to be inserted, ‘terminated by 'A%,' and newline 

character. Any characters between the 'S'of 'INS' and the next 

newline character will result in a-warning message being output 

and any such characters will be ignored when the edit tape is 

executed. The '%,' string must contain no layout blank or 

erase characters within the string, This string should be- 

preceded by a newline character if the next part of the main a 

tape is to be preceded by a newline character. The sequence 

of characters to be inserted may be any sequence of any printable 

or layout characters (with the exception of '4%,' and erases 
which are normally edited out), It is possible to insert A %,* 

by inserting one chariucter at a time. 

4. 6 Replace Instruction 

The instruction designator is 'RTS' when the string is 
searched for anywhere on the line or 'RTL' when the string is 
searched for only at the beginning of each line. The string or 

line to be replaced follows the instruction designator on the same 
line and is similar to the string search string described in section 

_4 4 The string to be inserted should follow on the next line; 

is similar to the insert string described in section 4. 5 andis 
terminated in the samme manner. When the 'replace' instruction 
is compiled, it is counted as three instructions for the tgtal 

number of instructions compiled, or for the output of the number 
of the instruction containing an error, 

Note tha ab the following OMe eapsavalouk ad 

RTS 1. : 6 #2, i j is 4 stisracheach be oe a 

ANS 

BtYs> 

eT. A). CLE A 
Q, iS eaiomleat bo Vout A 
4% ley THs 

“ch ol, eo - 



4, 7 Repetetive Strings 

The repetetive instructions must begin with 'REP' 

followed by a digit from 0-9 (to define this. particular repetetive 

sequence for the cancellation facility). . This should be followed 

by the instructions to be repetetively obeyed and terminated by 

‘END’, preceded and followed by a newline character. 

Since the repetetive instructions operate concurrently 

with the main edit instructions, it is necessary to have a main 

edit instruction before cancelling the repetetive sequence. The 

instruction designator CAN followed by the digit used to define 

the repetetive sequence is used to cancel the repetetive instructions, 

An inclusive search instruction must follow after an 

exclusive search and insert instructions otherwise the string will 

be-in store and it will be continuously found and the insert string 

continuously output. Tt is not permissable to nest repetetive 

instructions (i.e, a repetetive sequence of instructions within a 

repetetive sequence of instructions but it is permissable for 

repetetive sequences to follow repetetive sequences even if the 

previous repetetive sequence has not been cancelled. In the latter 

case, if no cancellation has taken place, the first string to be 

found$takes precedence if both are found on the same line, eg 

REP2 
RTS ON SET 
FRED %, 
END 
REP 
RTSCOLON 
FREDAS %, 

END 6 

If the line on the main tape is 
PROTOCOL ONSET 

then COLON is found first and REP] obeyed. 

When more than one string is identical except for extra 

characters at the end of one of the strings of the pair and all are 

found on the same line, the order of precedence is the main edit 
string followed by the repetetive sequence with the higher digit 

labels taking precedence over the sequence with the lower digit 

label, This facility is suppressed when a ‘copy’ instruction 
(4. 8) is obeyed. On restarting at 10 for further tapes, the 

repetetive instructions will still be carried out. 

4, 8 Copy Instructions 

The Instruction designator 'COP' will copy the main 
tape up to the first stopcode immediately following a newline 

character, On restarting at 10, if there are further edit 

instructions, 120 blanks are output. 

powpirk - 4 



4... 9 Wait Instruction 

; There are two types of 'wait' instruction. The first 
'WAI' causes editing to cease until restarted at 10 and the 

remainder of the main tape held in store is deleted. 

The second 'WTS' causes the editing to 'wait' whenever a stopcode 
is found and the stopcode deleted. Once this facility has been 

invoked it can not be cancelled but it is suppressed whenever the 

‘copy' instruction is used. 

4, - 10 Insertion of Layout Characters 

The following instruction designators are used to 

insert one layout character. 

'PNL' - punch newline character os careiase . : Pp ek Ab Cine feet | 

'PSP' - punch space character 
'PHT! - punch horizontal tab character 

. 'PSC' - punch stopcode character 
'pvT' - punch paper throw character . 
‘'PBE' - punch bell character if maintape iwv.404% ey 160 o 

4 li Deletion of Layout Characters 

The following instructions delete the first occurrence 

of a layout character and copies all preceding layout characters. 

If there is no occurrence of the layout character before the first 

printable character, all layout characters are copied and the 

deletion instruction ignored. 

'DNL' ~- delete newline character wr lretesmsf 

"DSP! - delete space character 
'DHT' - delete horizontal tab character 
‘DVT! - delete paper throw character 
'DBE' - delete bell character if maintape by 103 oe T80 coda 

Owes ck 
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omen Error Message ty
 

The format-of the error messages is as.follows: 

gC . MpRAe 

ng Mott 

where "M®" is the error number-and “N"is:the number of ‘the 
instruction, being compiled in the steering tape phase or. being 

obeyed in:the editing phase. There.are 10 blanks: between E 

"Mand TUN") The edit tape phase ceases after an error 
message, 000" : ESS 

i’ 

EO 

This indicates that one. ofthe two telecode words is 

incorrect or missing, e.g. 921 instead of 920. 

El : 

This indicates that.an edit instruction:designator is 

incomplete or incorrect, e.g. WTT instead of WTS. 

i ) E2 

This error message-occurs when there is no string 

after a string search or replace instruction, 

ES, oe - 

This error.indicates that-there isno digit.oran 

illegal character after a REP or a CAN instruction designator, 

e.g. REP -A instead of REP.1. 

E4 

Two REP or END instruction designators are used 

consecutively if this error message occurs, e. g. 

REP 5 
RTS fred 

mike %, 

REP 6 

ES 

This error message denotes that either a REP 

. instruction designator has the same label string as another 

REP instruction which has not yet been cancelled or a CAN 

instruction designator has been used for a non-existent 

repetitive group. 

E6 

This error message shows that a REP instruction 

designator has not been followed by a copy search or replace 

instruction. 
BOWLER 14 



ET 

This-error.denotes that.a characterin-a-search 
string. or insert string cannot-be converted to-or from the 920 

telecode, ¢.g, the character 1] in the 920 telecode cannot be 

converted to 903-or ISO. telecode. 

E8& 

This error denotes that there are more than 253 

characters ‘between the first character of the string or preceding 

newline character and the last character of the string fora 

string or line search respectively, during the editing phase. 

E9 

This error denotes that.a string search or replace: 

instruction cannot be obeyed, i.e. the final stop-code has been 

reached. The edited tape is output before the error message. 

Alternatively. it denotes that the final stop-code of the steering 

tape occurs in the middle of an insert instruction. 

E10. : : > 

This error message shows thatthe sumcheck has 

failed. This is the only error message which has no instruction 

number after it. io 

Ell 

This error message denotes that the first character 

read ona tape on the first or subsequent pass was not a blank 

(see para. 4, 2). 

E12 . an 

This error message shows that a tape has been 

partially read but there is no stretch of two or more blanks 

after a newline character on the part of the tape that has been 

read, 

E13 

This error message denotes that the first character 

on the edit tape is not a 920, 903 or ISO newline character, 

- E14 
e: 

This. error indicates a parity error on the character 

Parity errors. found on the efit tane are alwavs followed by T 0, 

Bown Ling 1k, 

4ust reads 



&.3. Warning Messages 

The forrnat of the warning messages is as follows:- 

wW ae Vi 

T toy 

where "M'' is. the warning number.and."N'is the number of ‘the 
instruction being compiled... There are ten blanks before the 

Wand the I... The edit tape phase: continues but the edit tape 

should be checked to see whether the warning can be ignored. 

wo 

‘The warning message indicates that the ‘end of ‘the 

steering tape occurred in-the middle ofa repetitive set of 

- instructions. . All instructions after the last REP are ignored 

‘and a COP instruction is substituted for the REP instruction 

designator, 

© Wi 

G 
This warning message shows that there are characters 

are an instruction designator but before a newline character. 

The characters are ignored, e.g, WTSABC is treated as WTS. 

w2 

This warning message denotes that a non-cancel 

instruction has been used in avrepetitive set of instructions. 
The instruction is removed and ignored by the instruction count. 

W3 

This warning message shows that there is no room 

in the instruction list or character list. The instruction which 

cannot be compiled is replaced by a COP instruction and no 

more instructions are compiled. 

w4 

This warning message shows that there are more than 

64 characters ina search string or replace string. All extra 

characters are ignored. 

ws 

: This warning message denotes that non-cancel 

instruction has been used twice... The .second.use of the 

instruction is: removed and not included in ‘the instruction 

count, 
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This is a list of the instruction designators each of which can be 

= -punched in upper case or lower case letters | 

: 920 . tapes in 920 telecode. Speeiiy Perl os 

= : oo $03 : ‘tapes in 903: telecode, 

_ Iso , tapes in 502 ISO - telecode, \ 1. Edt tees a 
i. on ae fo ; : ; 2. Tape being settied, 

* a | - GSE string s¢ ; a 

a CSI. ){ G means copy. ‘ c 

-DSE |" y{ D-means delete - 

ee DSI " d¢ Loméans until ‘string is found at start ofa line 

~ = ‘CLE! me S means until string is found anywhere ¢ ona line 

: CLI " i “Zmeans inchisive of | string : 

: DLE ® VC E means-exctlusive-of string 
_ ~ : DLI neo jh . ; 

INS Insert string an ° 
. string 4%, ; ° . gee ws a. : i. 

RTS string ) + 

i ‘string’ 7%, ) Replace specified string or line 

: oa ; RTL string ). - : 

— strite TR) 

: “) $PE a Copy erases 

. INBO Insert four.blanks after each newline 

| oa ws Wait on each stop- code : 
WBE a nee - WAL . . ‘Wait ; - sh catuetts omsneri 

Cop coe Copy main upto and including next stop - -code ona newline 

> e. ae Roe ia] 

REP label . .) _ .: The instructions between REP label and END 
: END ) | are obeyed whenever possible until the instruction 

_ : CAN label ) . CAN Jabelis obeyed. 

ne ee ee 
_ PHT ) (tab 

PSC ) Insert one( stop-code 
ao PVT j ‘(paper throw 

7 PBE ) (bell character (403/150) 

DNL ) *+ (newline 
DSP } (space . 
DHT ) (tab - 

_ DVT } Delete one(paper throw. | 
DBE } (bell character (#03/1f0) 
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1 Ane a name eee APPENDIX 2. 

This appenlix isa simple illustration of the use of Bowdler. The 

original tape for ‘the example 

(ERxerpLe 
[cHecK] 
CHECK Si 
aaren is 

° 3 
ae 5 

REPEAT 5 
ae 7 

1 c- 

10 
SREPE 

“EXLT 4 
mr) 

. /8 . 

Ws > os ae 
WSP. >t 

. GOUNT of 

is as followsi- 

+00. 
COUNT 
WSS 
WSP 
EXIT 
~1 
WSP 

-COUNT 
AT. 
COUNT 
CHE CK 
1 

The édit tape is as follows:- 

nfl ¢ 
920 
920 
INB 
CLE om!) 

INS 

T %; 
“REP 2 - 
RTS COUNT 
SUMT%, © 
END 

-CGLI REPEAT 
DLI 7. EXIT 
INS 

i 7 9 REPEAT 

, 7 Jo, 

CAN2 

CSE REPEAT 

PTB 

+0 

+0 

BOWDLOR AL f 



COP. 
_ fe 

t 

EXIT, 
CHECK —— 

To TMS 
CHE 

The edited tape is as follows:« 
(Lexar) 
EcHecx J 

CHECE. 

REPEAT. 

7 | 
EXIT 

ws 
WSP 
COUNT 
% 

fo
nd
 

£0 

£0 | 

SUM 

Ws 

WspP 

REPEAT 

al , 

_WSP 

. COUNT 

REPEAT 

COUNT 

» CHECK 

I . 

Q 
V
V
¥
V
 
S
T
R
 

e
o
 
a
m
e
n
 

w
o
m
y
 

fod
 

fo 
ban

 *
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i, PONCTION, 
sone eo mren armen een 

‘eaeeac, 27/7/70, Binary Mode 3% is a program for 
uge con $03, 608, and 620 computers, and is used to docunent 
felecede tapes, 1.8, it copies the tapes, but adds extra 

newline symbole at reguer intervals, onebling a continucus 

print-up of the tape preduced tao be cut inte pages, In 

addition 2 page number is inserted at the tep of each 

page, end, if the tave is a SIR program or label list, or 

en ALGOL program, the program title will appear at the 

tep cf esch page, The text to be documented may. be. on move 

than one tepe Cexcept label lists, which are always on 

one tape). : 

50 lines of scurce text will appear on each page of the 
cutput tape, The format of the cutput tape ie such that Cessuming 

6 lines to the inch) the print~-up may be cut into pares 

of between 10” & i3f and igs thus suitable for FOOLSCAP, 

AMERICAN QUARTO, A&, and QUARTO paper sizes, 

2, HARDWARE, 
eo areter eran csey em imenes 

This pregrem is written for use on an 8192-word 

$03, 905, or 920 computer with a punch and reader, 

Tape reader Mode 3 is required, 

Stop-on-character readers are net required, but if they 

are not used, the source tapes ghould have several blanks 

efter each @. 

3, RESTRICTIONS ON SOURCE TAPES, 

3,1. They wust be in 909 or $20 Telecede, euch tape mist start 
with a (q) and end with e (@. 

3.2, No line may exceed 74 characters, excluding the and 

any blanke or erases, (This restriction engures that the 

printe-up will fit ento the paper sizes mentioned in 

Paragraph 1, unless the ® symbol ig used, and allows a 

wiavgin for binding er filing the print-up), 

TATE 06 | 



3.3, If the tape being documented ig a single SIN program 

tape it mret etext with a SIR title, i.e, 8 comment of the 

fern 

OK Xe) 
WHET aAnwennemenwn pepresents a string of characterg not 

ataxting or ending with a 'G) and net containing lowerccese 

letters or the SIR symbols (, }, %, @®, ox @®. The 
at the end ef the tape must be on a newlines, 

If the SIR program is on several tapes, then only the 
firet need start with a title, but all must end with a 

on «a newlins, : 

3.4. If the tape being documented isa a single ALGOL program 

tepe it mat start with an ALGOL title, ic@. 

of the form 

(emer )) 

BhOxG vvmueovmuoee popresents a atring of cheracters not 

starting or ending with a and not containing lower-case 

letters or the ALCOL symbols ;, @ >» or @)o The 

at the end of the tepe must ke on a newline, 

If the ALGOL program ie on several tepes, then enly the 

first may start with a title, but sll must end with a 

on a newline, 

3.5, If the taps being documented is a SIR label list, it must 

start with a SIR title as in Paragraph 3,3 akove, end mst end 

with a @ which ig not on a neyline, 

Thus label lists preduced by “Qe PASS SIR 13/4/70 Binary Mode 3° 

from programs which themselves are acceptable to this program 

will be acceptable, but label lists produced by.“1=PASS SIR 
2/6/66 Binary” will not be, 

- 3.6, If the tape being documented is text of a general nature, 

the first non-empty line should net start with the symbol © 

“(, ov end with the symbol “*, If the text is on more 
than ene tape this restriction only applies to the first tape. 

There ig no restriction on the positicn of the for 

general text tapes, 

3,7, The scurcs tapes may contain blenka & erases, which 

will bs ignored, 

3.8 The source tapes must contain ne more than 6 million lines, 

(Ro great handicap), 
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4, OUTPUT FORMAT. 
se reae urea me commen Remi Rt On ame 

4 
Sots 

463, 

440 

4.5, 

The cutput tane will contain no blanks or erases, 

In particular there will be no blanks efter each GD, 
{since it ig not expected that these tapee will be 

vead into any computer), 

Each page of the output will heave, in the top right-hand 

eorner, one of the following?t- 

Programs Page N if the scurce tape is a SIR program 

Label List Page N if the source tape is a SIR Tahbel list 

Page N _. aif the source tape is an ALGOL 

program or general text 

vhere N is an integer starting sti, 

Exespt if the source tape is general text, each page 

of the cutput will be titled with the title of the scurce 

tape, underlined, The brackete evrcund a SIR title, or the 

‘GS at the end of an ALGOL title, will not be copied, 

(The title will still appear as the first line of 
text on the first page in its normal form), 

If an empty line (i.e, 2 adjacent @®s) on the source 
tape coincideswith the top of a page on the output tape, 

it will be ignored, 

AS a consequence of 4,2 & 4,3 shove, the output tape will 

not be accopteble toe SIR or ALGOL, As a consequence of 4.4 

it ig not possible to write a program to convert the output 

tape oxactly back to its original form, 

5, ENTRY POINTS & METHOD OF USE, 

Bele 

eZ. 

5.3. 

The following cperations all use tape reader Mode 3, 

“anpnoc 27/7/70 Binary Mode 3° is loaded by initial 
instructions (8181). 

Select the cutput Telecode by triggering -ati- 

15 for 903/1SG cede cutput 

46 for 920 code output, 

(These entxy points merely set a flag; they do not 
esguse tape to be read, If neither is used, 903/180 

code is presumed), 
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5,4, To document «a SIR or ALGO program, or general text, 

enter the firet tape at 8, and, if the souree.text 
ison move than dotape, enters the remaining tapes at o. 

These tapes will be. procesged lins-by-line, After. the 

last tepe is completed, enter at 10, (This causes 
the ond of the last page and «a final () to be punched), 

5,5, To decument a SIR label list, enter it et 11, 

{lo subsequent entries are required), 

5.6. Having obtseined a documented version of the source tape, 

pO NOT now destroy the source tape, (See Paragraph 4.5). 
It-is recommended, however, that once the documented 
version hes been printed up, it is destroyed, sines it is 

:@f ne further use and could be confused with the source tape, 

6, TOP-AND@-TAIL FACILITY (whence T.A,T. DOC). 
ese et oe rab wei te doe HS em ne LA I 

6.1, TATPOC contains a facility, which must be 
distinguished from that of Paragraph 4,3, whereby 

a character string, of up to 50 characters, can be 
printed neer the centre of the top & bottom of 
each page, @,.f.i~ 

“ UNCLASSIFIED“ or 
“SUPERIOR SOFTWARE LTD. 

6.2, To use this facility, punch the string on a short 

tape, preceded by a ® end followed by a ®. It 
should not start or end with a @), or contain 
or ®. 1.8, for the first of the above oxeamples, 

punch: 

@utciass1rrep@D 

6.3. Read the string into store (after loading TATBOC) 
by entering at 12, 

6.4. To document tapes using the stored heading, 

start at 13 (instead of 8) for programs cr general 

text, and at 14 Cinetead of 11} for label lists, 

(Entries 9 & 10 remain unchanged), 

6,5, Note that when this facility is used the string 

at the bottom of esch page will net fit onto Quarto 

paper, 
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G, ERROR INDICATIONS, 
ne co ety enn HS a Na OR 

6.1, The leader. of TATDGC performs a sum~cheek, If, 

when leading TATNGC {as in Paragraph 5,2) continuous 

punching occurs, it has misread, 

6,2, TATPOC can give the following errer indications in legible 

tape form?- 

CH I/O ERROR 1, Parity errox on tape being read, 

CH 1/Q ERROR 2, Firet cheracter on tape being read is 

not a newlins, linefeed, or carriage return. symbol, 

CH I/0 ERROR 3, When reading .or punching in 920 Teleceds; 

a character cannot be converted to or from internal code, 

DOCUMENTATION ERROR 1, Entry 9 or 10 has been used 
before entry &, 11, 13, or 14; or entry 13 or 14 

has been used befere entry 12, 

BOCUMENTATION ERROR 2, Charecter string being read in 

at 12 is to long or contains an illegal separator, 

DOCUMENTATION ERROR 3, Title contains lower-case letters 

or an illegel separator, cr a tape entered at 

ji or 14 has no title, 

DOCUMENTATION ERROR 4, A line of source text is teo wide, 

(See Paragraph 3.2). 

DOCUMENTATION ERROR 5, Indicates that a halteede has been 

found in the wrong position; probebly caused by 

loading a program at 11 or a label list at 8, 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1d Purpose. 

MONITOR is a pregram testing aid which gives the 

facility of a temporary hold-up at any specified point in the program under 

test while the contents of the accumplator, Q register, and any specified 

core locations are output for printing in any combination of integer, octal 

and instruction modes, 

1.2 Form of Distribution. 

The program is distributed as a tape for input by SIR. 

1.3 Method of Use. 

A parameter tape is read in by MONITOR to specify 

the points at which a hold-up is required and the locations and rodes then 

to be output. The program under test is entered and output occurs whenever 

a monitor point is reached. 

An alternative entry point to MONITOR cancels all 

monitor points previously set. 

MONITOR may run at any program level .and in any 

store module. Monitor points must be in the same store module as MONITOR. 
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Chapter 2:5. FUNCTIONS 

2.1. Addresses, 

All addresses refer to a 64K store and where necessary 

are taken as modulo 64K... Addresses are always relative to.the beginning of 

the store module in which MONITOR is stored. If MONITOR is in the first 

module, addresses are absolute. However, if MONITOR is in the second 

module, then it treats the first modul+ as addresses 56K to 64K, the 

second module as 0 to 8K, the third module as 8K to 16K, and so on. 

2.2 Parameter List. 

A parameter list contains a number of lines which are 

of four forms. 

2.2.1 a,b 

This form specifies a monitor point. 

ais an integer giving the address of a 

monitor point relative to the beginning of:the store module in which 

MONITCR is stored. a<8190. (MONITOR uses a=8191 privately to mark 
the end of the parameter list. ) . 

bis an integer specifying the output modes, 

(see 2. 43 . 

2.2.2 as 

This is similar to 2.2.1 but b is given the 

same value as the previous monitor point. b =o if this form is used 
for the first point. 

2.2, 3 C, tez, tk... te 
is ~ “IN 

This form specifies the address of one store 

location whose contents are output whenever its associated monitor point 
is reached, 

lim = 1 the address is directly defined. 

Jim > 2 the address is indirectly defined 
as follows: 

Take C, and treat as an address. 

Take the contents of this address, add or 

subtract C, and treat as an address. 

Take the contents of this address, add or 

subtract C, and treat as an address. 

mMoN@ a 



Take the contents of this address, add or subtract 

ey, and treat as the defined acdress, 

Each ¢ < 65535 

NiB.. This evaluation is done each time that the 

monitor point is reached during the running of 

the test program, and may vary from one time 

to the next. 

2.2.4 cyt cgi...  Cm/dyt dg tb... Edy 

This form specifies the first and last address of a 

block of consecutive store addresses whose contents are output whenever its 

associated monitor point is reached. 

Either address can be directly or indirectly 

defined as in 2.2.3. The order is immaterial; MONITOR distinguishes the 

larger from the smaller. , 

Each monitor point is specified by forms 2.2.1 

or 2.2.2 and its associated core locations follow with any number (including 

zero) of forms 2.2.3 or 2.3.4. Every form must occur on a separate line. 

Empty lines are ignored. The list énds with a halt character, Up to 10 

raonitor points may be specified in a parameter list. 

2.3 Character Set for Parameter List. 

Meaningful characters are 0 to 9 O® tary f 

OlGIOIS) ® cr are ignored 

All other characters are errors. os 

2.4 Output 

At each monitor point the form of output is determined by 

the value of the integer b specified in forms 2.2.1 or 2.2.2. This integer is 
regarded as a five bit binary number, and the bits have the following significance. 

Bit onigalent Set Clear 

1 1 Layout using spaces, Layout using tabs. 

2 2 Output A and Q No output of A and Q 
. registers. registers, 

3 4 Decimal Output, No decimal output. 

4 8 Octal cutput. No Octal output. 

' a) 16 Instruction output No instruction output. 

MON~ 3 



2.4.4 +i 

A line of output may contain a store address 

and the contents of this address in up to three different modes, It is 

convenient for the user to produce. a hard copy aligned in vertical columns. 

Uf bit 1=0, this alignment is done by outputting a tab character where 
appropriate, anda new line is started with a single @ character. This 

is the simplest and most convenient output where print-up is done ona 
Friden Flexo writer. 

If bit 1 = 1, the alignment is done by outputting 

the required number of space characters, and new lines begin with a cr lf 

blank sequence, This method is required for a Teletype Model 33. 

2.4.2 +2 

If bit 2 = 1, the contents of the accumulator 

and the Q Register are output in addition to the store locations specified, 

Labels A and Q are output for identification. 

2,4, 3 +4 

“ If bit 3 = 1, output is in the form ofa 
signed decimal integer with non-significant zeros suppressed. Values 

lie in the range - 131072 to + 131071. 

2.4.4 +8 

‘If bit 4 = 1, output is in the form of an 
unsigned 6 digit octal number without zero suppression, 

2.4.5 +16 

If bit 5=1, output is in instruction form. 

Bit 18 of the contents of the location is output as /, bits 14-17 as the 

function number and bits 1-13 as an unsigned decimal address with 

zero suppression. 

The address of a single location and the first address 

ofa block of locations is always output as a label, and thereafter every 
address which is a multiple of 5is labelled. Indirectly defined addresses 

are evaluated at the time of output, according to the method given in 

2.2, 3, but are not distinguished in the actual output from directly defined 

addresses, 

Note that any combination of Integer, octal and instruction modes 

may be selected. 
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@. Be i" = 22, ie, 244416 will give output using tabs of 
A; Q and specified store locations in decimal and 
instruction forme. 

The output foreach monitor point always commences with * 
where ais the monitor point address, 

tis not necessary to output the contents of any registers or 
store locations ata monitor point. In this case the output of the monitor 
point address is an indication that the test program has reached the 
monitor point. This can be useful for investigating the continuity of a 
program. 

2.5 Restore. 

A parameter list can be cancelled and all monitor 
points deleted by entering at QMON-+1, The test program is restored 
to its origimal state. A new parameter list can now be read in and further 
monitoring performed. Restore must not be used if an error is detected 
during the input of a parameter tape. 

2.6 Example 

- 2.6.1 Parameter tape. 

36, 27 
594 

1586/1594 

38, 30 

100040 /1000+18 a 
1594/1586 “ 
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1596 

2.6.2 

BBAGBS 
262345 

BGGG62 

GSG833 
BOGGS 
GOBLAG 
BOBB16 
G@QGG1T 
OB3067 
VVIVI2 

OEEBERI 
GBb6e 

Qutput-tape. 

(Location 1000 contains the value 54) 
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Chapter 3: ERRORS 

Whenever an error is detected, .asmessage is pr inted-on a new 

line of the telepxrinter in the form ERROR n where n is the: error number... If 

this output is diverted te the punch, it will appear as 1" of run- 

by cr if ® ERROR S) n, All-errors are detected during the r¢ 

parameter tape and cause reading to stop and MONITOR to end 

out followed 

eading of the 

at a dynamic 

stop.. The test program is not affected in any way until the complete 

parameter tape has been read and accepted as free from error, if an error 

is detected, a new parameter tape must be prepared and read in from the 

beginning. 

No MONITOR errors can occur while a test program is running 

and being monitored. 

The following errors are detected. 

ne odd parity characters 

Unused characters. 
Any c or d> 65536 in 2.2.3 or 2.2.4 
Integer missing 

Impermissible sequence of separators + - 

b> 32 in 2.2.1 

Number of monitor points > 11 
a> 8l19lin 2.2.1 or 2.2.2 W

a
r
 

A 
o
b
 
w
w
 

v/ 

It is not regarded as an error to specify the same monitor point 

more than once, although there is little advantage in doing so. MONITOR 

would be entered separately for each occurrence and the appropriate output 

generated. However, entry QMONH would not restore the test pr 

original form correctly. 
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Chapter 4: METHOD USED, & SOME RESTRICTIONS ON MONITOR POINTS. 

Ai -QMON: the parametertape is read, and analysed and the 

informotion stoxed in a buffer. {see 6), If no errors are detected, the 

struction in the test program at each monitor pointis preserved in the 

putter and replaced by a function 8 instruction causing an entry into 
MONITOR. Each monitor point has a different entry into. MONITOR, At 

entry the A and Q registers and locations b3 829 2 tla chee module 
. carter ROM ITOR, oss pteserved, . The pitted tefirenetior, ig auk 

RIG, end locations 1,3, S, on “Sp Are restored and 

the true instruction of the test program is obeyed from within MONITOR 

workspace. If this instruction causes a jump, then the test program is 

re-entered at the jump point; otherwise the following instruction in 

MONITOR workspace is a function 8 instruction causing re-entry to the 
test program at the instruction immediately following the monitor point. 

Note that it is inadvisable to monitor a function 11 
instruction because the SCR value stored refers to MONITOR workspace and 

not the true position in the test program. 

Monitor points can be on more than one level of program 

provided they are chosen so that MONITOR is never entered at one level 
when it has been interrupted in monitoring at a lower level. 

For a large program operating at several levels or in 

several store modules, several independent MONITOR routines may be 
used to cover different modules or levels. Monitoring at differing levels 

may lead to a certain amount of jumbling in the output, 

At QMON+) all the monitor points in the buffer are scanned 
and the preserved instructions of the test program restored. 
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Chapter 5: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
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Chapter 6: STORE USED 

St & Crieien cA, Lacs i Onss 

32 literals 

G18 beet. 

MON TT OR 

stores the information on the pa 

store. Each monitor point speci 

rameter tape immediately after its WGake uv 

fied by 2.2.1 or 2.2, 2 uses three locations 

(for the monitor point address, the displaced instruction of the test program, 

and. the output mode respectively), Addresses specified by 2.2, 3 and 2.2.4 

take m and mtn locations re spectively. One location is used finally to mark 

the end of the parameter list. 

Chapter 7: TIME TAKEN 

The parameter tape is read at the speed of the 

js punched at the speed of the punch; the test program 

Restore tirne is a few millisece. 

veader. The 

monitering output, 

otherwise runs at normal speed. 
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